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EmSAT Achieve English 
Public Test Specification 

Test Description: The EmSAT English Achieve assesses the extent to which a test taker is ready to 

study in an English‐medium college or university. It is a computer‐based exam and has six major 

sections – Grammar, Vocabulary, Sentence Construction, Cloze Reading, Extended Reading, and 

Writing. Test sections, questions, and options are randomized for most of the test. Sections and 

subsections of the test are timed by the computer. Test-takers can see how much time they have 

throughout the exam. 

Test Duration: 125 minutes (approximately) 

Questions: 110 questions, including one essay (250 words) 

Content Areas: Grammar,  Vocabulary, Reading, and Writing 

Task Types: Multiple Choice, Fill-in the-Blanks, Drag and Drop, Essay, Reading, and  
Sentence Re-Ordering 

 

EmSAT Achieve English 

Score Score Descriptors 

2000 

Can easily understand almost everything heard or read. Can 
summarize spoken or written information. Can express him or herself 
spontaneously, fluently and precisely, even in complex situations. 
(CEFR Band C2) 

1625 – 1975 

Can understand a wide range of texts. Can express him or herself 
fluently and spontaneously without much difficulty. Can use language 
flexibly and produce clear, well‐structured, text on complex subjects. 
(CEFR Band C1) 

1250 – 1600 

Can understand the main ideas of complex text. Can interact with 
native speakers without strain. Can produce clear, detailed text on a 
wide range of subjects and explain a viewpoint. (CEFR Band B2) 

875 – 1225 

Can understand main points of familiar subjects in work, school, and 
leisure. Can deal with most situations while travelling where English is 
spoken. Can produce simple connected text or describe experiences 
on familiar or personal topics. (CEFR Band B1) 

500 – 850 

Can understand sentences and common expressions on basic personal 
and family information, shopping, or routine. Can communicate 
regarding simple familiar or routine matters. Can describe simple 
aspects of environment and immediate needs. (CEFR Band A1) 

300 – 475 

Can understand and use everyday expressions and very basic phrases 
for immediate needs. Can introduce him or herself and give personal 
details (address, friends or possessions). Can interact if the other 
person talks slowly and clearly and is helpful. (CEFR Band A1) 
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EmSAT Achieve English  
Public Test Specification 

Appendix 1: Content Areas 

Test-takers receive four scores in the Achieve English test: 

• EmSAT Overall Score: a combined score for Reading and Writing, between 300 and 2000. 

• Reading Score: a CEFR band is awarded for Reading, which includes questions in Grammar 

and Vocabulary as well as different types of reading texts. Question types can include 

multiple choice, drag and drop, fill-in-the-blanks, or sentence reordering. 

• Writing Score: a CEFR band is awarded for Writing, based on a 30-minute, 250-word typed 

essay on a single topic. 

• EmSAT Band: This is the overall CEFR level of the student between A1 and C2 combining the 

Writing and Reading bands. 

 

See Appendix 3: Detailed EmSAT Descriptors for information on the CEFR bands 

Reading 

Grammar  

In the Grammar sections in the test,  test-takers are assessed on their ability to select the 

correct word or words to complete a sentence. Grammar content is primarily based on the 

English Grammar Profile Project (www.englishprofile.org). Questions can be multiple-choice, 

fill in the blanks, drag and drop, or re-ordering words to form a sentence. 

Vocabulary  

The Vocabulary sections consist of short multiple-choice vocabulary questions which assess 

the extent to which students know the high‐frequency words needed to function effectively 

in an English‐medium environment. Vocabulary content is primarily based on the English 

Vocabulary Project (www.englishprofile.org). The list has been screened to ensure that the 

words are culturally appropriate and useful in an academic context. Questions can be 

multiple-choice, fill in the blanks, drag and drop, or re-ordering words to form a sentence. 

Cloze Reading Passages 

In Cloze reading passage sections, test-takers see blanks in short (200-word) readings where 

level‐appropriate words have been removed. The removed words are presented above the 

text and test takers drag the words to fill the blanks.  

Extended Reading  

This Reading section includes three reading texts, including descriptive, narrative, or 

expository texts, ranging from 275 words to 550 words. Reading skills tested include: 

identifying the main idea, simple factual details, finding the meaning of an unfamiliar word, 

inference (understanding what is implied), and sequencing (understanding the order of 

events). Questions on reading passages are multiple-choice. 

  

http://www.englishprofile.org/
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Writing:  

The Writing component consists of a single writing task. The response is word‐processor 

mediated, and test takers are expected to write 200‐250 words. The prompt is given in 

English and Arabic. The task is assessed by at least two professional markers using a holistic 

banding scale (see Writing Scale in Appendix 3), and the test-taker is awarded a band on the 

CEFR scale between A1 and C2. The Writing is included in the Overall score. 

Timing 

The EmSAT English Achieve test is divided into multiple sections. Each section is timed individually. 

When a test-takers have used all the allotted time for a section, their responses are saved and they 

are moved automatically to the next section. The total time allotted for the test is about 125 

minutes, but candidates can finish as soon as they have answered all questions in all sections. 
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EmSAT Achieve English  
Public Test Specification 

Appendix 2: Sample Items 
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Questions 18, 19 and 20: 
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Questions 21 and 22: 
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Answer Key: 

1 D 

2 C 

3 D 

4 B 

5 locked / out 

6 My younger brother is nearly as tall as I am. 

7 B 

8 My new car is faster than my old one. 

9 B 

10 C 

11 C 

12 B 

13 B 

14 A 

15 C 

16 of, into, that, it, will, to, also, the, from, and.  

17 location, taxes, climate, miles, advantages, sunshine, huge, number, disappeared, 
entertains 

18 C 

19 D 

20 D 

21 A 

22 A 

23 to 

24 had 

25 Essay – many answers possible (marked by hand) 
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EmSAT Achieve English  
Public Test Specification 

Appendix 3: Other Supporting Documents 

• Document 1: Detailed EmSAT Descriptors 

• Document 2: Writing Marking Scale (Public) 
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Document 1: Detailed EmSAT Descriptors 

EmSAT Score CEFR CEFR Descriptors Level 

2000 C2 

Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read. Can 

summarize information from different spoken and written sources, 

reconstructing arguments and accounts in a coherent presentation. 

Can express him or herself spontaneously, very fluently and precisely, 

differentiating finer shades of meaning even in more complex 

situations. P
ro

ficien
t 

 

1625 – 1975 C1 

Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and 

recognize implicit meaning. Can express him or herself fluently and 

spontaneously without much obvious searching for expressions. Can 

use language flexibly and effectively for social, academic and 

professional purposes. Can produce clear, well‐structured, detailed 

text on complex subjects, showing controlled use of organizational 

patterns, connectors and cohesive devices. 

1250 – 1600 B2 

Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete and 

abstract topics, including technical discussions in his or her field of 

specialization. Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity 

that makes regular interaction with native speakers quite possible 

without strain for either party. Can produce clear, detailed text on a 

wide range of subjects and explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving 

the advantages and disadvantages of various options. 

In
d

e
p

e
n

d
e

n
t 

 

875 – 1225 B1 

Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar 

matters regularly encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. Can deal 

with most situations likely to arise whilst travelling in an area where 

the language is spoken. Can produce simple connected text on topics 

which are familiar or of personal interest. Can describe experiences 

and events, dreams, hopes & ambitions and briefly give reasons and 

explanations for opinions and plans. 

500 – 850 A2 

Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to 

areas of most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family 

information, shopping, local geography, employment). Can 

communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct 

exchange of information on familiar and routine matters. Can describe 

in simple terms aspects of his or her background, immediate 

environment and matters in areas of immediate need. 

B
asic 

 

300 – 475 A1 

Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic 

phrases aimed at the satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. Can 

introduce him or herself and others and can ask and answer questions 

about personal details such as where he or she lives, people he or she 

knows and things he or she has. Can interact in a simple way provided 

the other person talks slowly and clearly and is prepared to help. 
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Document 2: Writing Marking Scale (Public) 

 General Vocabulary & Grammar Mechanics 

C2 

Comprehensive and reliable mastery of a 
very wide range of language. Can 
formulate thoughts precisely, give 
emphasis, differentiate, and eliminate 
ambiguity. 

Consistent grammatical 
control of complex language. 
A very broad lexical 
repertoire. 

No spelling or punctuation 
errors. 

C1 

Writes clear, smoothly flowing, complex 
texts with a broad range of language in an  
appropriate and effective style. Logical 
structure helps readers find significant 
points. 

High grammatical accuracy. 
Good command of a broad 
lexical repertoire, with 
idioms. 

Layout, paragraphing and 
punctuation are consistent 
and helpful. Spelling is 
accurate, with occasional 
slips. 

B2 

Expresses him/herself clearly and without 
much sign of having to restrict language. 
Sufficient language for clear descriptions, 
express viewpoints and arguments on 
general topics. Some complex sentence 
forms used. Can use different registers.   

Good range of generally 
accurate vocabulary for 
most general topics. Uses a 
variety of linking words 
efficiently. 

Clearly intelligible continuous 
writing using standard layout 
and paragraphs. Spelling and 
punctuation reasonably 
accurate but show L1. 

B1 

Sufficient language to describe 
unpredictable situations and topics such 
as family, interests, work, travel, and 
current events. Can explain main points of 
a problem in a linear sequence with some 
precision.  

Reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts. Errors 
occur but meaning usually 
clear. Repetition in vocab 
choice. Noticeable L1 
influence. 

Continuous writing which is 
generally intelligible 
throughout. Spelling, 
punctuation, and layout are 
accurate enough to be 
followed most of the time. 

A2 

A repertoire of basic language to deal with 
everyday situations. Uses brief, basic 
sentence patterns and memorized phrases 
and formulae on simple concrete needs 
and personal details. Frequent 
breakdowns in non-routine situations. 

Some simple structures used 
correctly, but regularly 
makes basic mistakes, e.g., 
in verb tense choice or 
agreement 

Can copy short sentences on 
everyday subjects, e.g., 
directions. Can write short 
words with reasonable 
phonetic accuracy (not 
standard spelling).   

A1 

Uses a very basic range of simple 
expressions about personal details and 
needs of a concrete type. Can write simple 
isolated phrases and sentences. 

Only limited control of a few 
simple grammatical 
structures. 

Can copy familiar words and 
short phrases: simple signs or 
instructions, everyday objects. 
Can spell address, nationality 
and personal details. 

 


